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Moipone lives in Slurry (Matsatseng Village). She is a very respected woman in the village. She is well-known for respecting tradition.
All around, inside and outside the walls of her house, are full of traditional decorations.
Most people seemed to forget about traditional food and attire.
There is a group of children in the village who are traditional dancers. Moipone helps them. She teaches them about their tradition. Sews the traditional clothes for them.
During the heritage month of September, they were preparing to celebrate heritage day in the village by performing a traditional dance and cooking traditional food.
Heritage Day was around the corner. There was no money to buy traditional attire for the children to celebrate the day in the community.
The children asked for a donation from the community to buy traditional attire and food for that day.
A community member, Jackson, volunteered to sponsor them with money to buy traditional attire and food for the celebrations.
They were happy and bought the material for traditional attire. They took it to Moipone so that she could sew traditional attire for them.
She was happy to see children caring that much for tradition. She sewed beautiful traditional attire for them. Elders cooked traditional food. Children performed a traditional dance to celebrate the day.
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